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Graduate Recital:
Brendan Fox, Composition

Hockett Family Recital Hall
Friday, March 27th, 2015
8:15 pm
Program

Ithaca Dances

I.
II.

Emilie Benigno, violin I
Michael Petit, violin II
Austin Savage, viola
Emily Doveala, cello

A Few Drinks

Marissa Mediati, flute
Renee Tostengard, viola

The Struggle Is Real

Sophie Ennocenti, flute; Jacob Walsh, oboe; Gladys Wong, clarinet;
Sean Harkin, bassoon; Matthew Allen, trumpet; Benjamin Allen, trombone;
Corinne Steffens, timpani;
Christopher Sforza, Amy Chryst, Kristina Sharra, violin I;
Emily Kenyon, Kate Jurek, violin II; Austin Savage, Richard Cruz, viola;
Emily Doveala, Shauna Swartz, cello; Kevin Thompson, double bass
Paul Grobey, conductor

Intermission

Tragic Hero

Paul Grobey, violin
Brendan Fox, piano

Nahrung I

Ian Herbon, alto and baritone saxophone

Ten-Minute Mass

I. Kyrie
II. Gloria
III. Credo
IV. Sanctus

Sherley-Ann Belleus, Allison Fay, Julia Gershkoff, Kathryn O'Brien, soprano I
Juliana Child, Christina Christiansen, Hannah Cohensmith,
Casey Kobylar, Meredith Morse, soprano II
Heather Barnes, Mattina Keith, Alexandria Kemp,
Carolyn Kruszona, Laura Stedge, alto
Emily Preston, conductor

Brendan Fox is from the studio of Dana Wilson.